
National News

1.PM Modi Virtually Launches Agra Metro

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath on March 6 took the priority corridor of the
Agra Metro, for an inaugural ride after Prime Minister Narendra Modi virtually flagged off
the project earlier in the day.
The 6 km long priority corridor connects the iconic Taj Mahal’s eastern gate to the
Mankameshwar Temple station, providing a vital transportation link for tourists and
commuters alike.

2.Piyush Goyal Launches ‘E-Kisan Upaj Nidhi’ To Ease Farmers’
Warehousing Logistics

Shri Piyush Goyal, launched the ‘e-Kisan Upaj Nidhi’ (Digital Gateway) of the
Warehousing Development and Regulatory Authority (WDRA) in New Delhi.
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This initiative is poised to become a cornerstone in India’s journey to becoming a
developed nation, ‘Viksit Bharat’, by 2047, with agriculture as its foundational pillar.
By providing a no collateral, extra security deposit policy, ‘e-Kisan Upaj Nidhi’ aims to
prevent distress sales, where farmers are compelled to sell their harvest at lower prices
due to inadequate post-harvest storage facilities.

3.Union Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw To Launch ‘NITI For States’
Platform

In a significant development, Union Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw will inaugurate the ‘NITI
For States’ platform by NITI Aayog in New Delhi.
This platform, serving as a Digital Public Infrastructure (DPI), is designed to bolster
policy formulation and promote good governance across states.
It covers 10 sectors including agriculture, education, energy, health, livelihoods and
skilling, manufacturing, MSME, tourism, urban, water resources & WASH, alongside
themes of gender and climate change.

International News

4.India And South Korea To Boost Cooperation In New Tech And
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India aims to enhance its partnership with South Korea by expanding cooperation into
critical areas, External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar announced during the 10th
India-South Korea Joint Commission Meeting in Seoul.
Co-chairing the meeting with Cho Tae-yul, Jaishankar highlighted the comprehensive
and productive discussions held on various aspects, including defence, science and
technology, trade, and people-to-people exchanges.
Both sides discussed advancing trilateral cooperation. Views exchanged on Indo-Pacific
developments, challenges, and regional/global issues of mutual interest.

State News

5.Jharkhand’s Groundbreaking Remarriage Incentive Scheme

Jharkhand Chief Minister Champai Soren has launched a pioneering initiative, the
‘Vidhwa Punarvivah Protsahan Yojana’ (Widow Remarriage Incentive Scheme).
This scheme, a first in India, aims to support and encourage widows to embark on a
new journey of companionship by providing a financial incentive of Rs 2 lakh to those
who choose to remarry.

In addition to the remarriage scheme, the Chief Minister announced an increase in the
honorarium for Anganwadi workers to Rs 9,500 and for helpers to Rs 4,750 per month.
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6.Uttar Pradesh Government Announces Electricity Bill Waiver For
Farmers

Uttar Pradesh government, led by Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, has announced a
complete waiver of electricity bills for private tube wells owned by farmers, effective from
April 1, 2023.
This decision, announced, aims to alleviate the financial burden on the state’s farmers,
enhancing their agricultural productivity and overall well-being.
To facilitate the implementation of this significant policy, the Uttar Pradesh government
has earmarked a substantial sum of ₹1,800 crore in the 2024-2025 budget.

7.Kerala To Launch India’s First Government-Backed OTT Platform

Kerala, renowned for its cultural richness and cinematic brilliance, is set to make history
in the digital entertainment landscape with the launch of CSpace, India’s maiden
government-backed Over-The-Top (OTT) platform.
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The much-anticipated unveiling ceremony will take place at Kairali Theatre on Thursday,
March 7, at 9:30 am, with Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan spearheading the event.
CSpace not only provides a platform for established artists but also nurtures emerging
talent, fostering a vibrant ecosystem of creativity and innovation.

Defence News

8.INS Jatayu Commissioned By Indian Navy At Lakshadweep

The Indian Navy took a significant stride in fortifying its operational prowess with the
commissioning of its new base, INS Jatayu, at Minicoy island of Lakshadweep.
This strategic move aims to enhance the Navy’s capabilities and reach in the vital Indian
Ocean region, reinforcing its efforts in anti-piracy and anti-narcotics operations in the
Western Arabian Sea.

Inspired by the valorous character from the epic Ramayana, Jatayu, the base was
named to honor the spirit of selfless service and unwavering dedication.

Economy News

9.India’s Unemployment Rate Drops To 3.1% In 2023Plut
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In 2023, India witnessed a significant decline in its unemployment rate, reaching 3.1%,
marking the lowest figure in the past three years.
This notable drop is attributed to several factors, including the recovery from the
COVID-19 pandemic and increased economic activity following the relaxation of
lockdown measures.
Unemployment rate among females declined to 3%, while for males it dropped to 3.2%.
Urban unemployment rate decreased to 5.2%, rural rate dropped to 2.4%.

10.Crisil Predicts India’s Economy To Expand By 6.8% In FY25

Crisil Ratings predicts India’s economy to expand by 6.8% in FY25, with significant
growth potential driven by domestic reforms and cyclical factors.
By 2031, India aims to double its economy to $7 trillion and achieve
upper-middle-income status. India’s GDP growth expected to moderate to 6.8% in FY25
from the current fiscal year’s 7.6%.
Structural reforms and cyclical levers to support continued growth, potentially
positioning India as the third-largest economy by 2031..
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